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First Things First: 
What is Account-
Based Marketing?

The sales team is clamoring to close deals faster. Marketing needs  
a clearer mandate to inform its strategy for the next year. Finance is 
asking for metrics to justify the budgets for both departments. And 
executives have just prioritized bigger deals with enterprise companies 
that hold more potential to expand the company’s presence.

Enter ABM: An approach to increasing revenue that’s become one  
of the most popular trends in B2B . So much so, Google searches  
for “account based marketing” are now as frequent as searches for  
“demand generation .”1

What are these organizations doing and how are they doing it?

of marketers surveyed by the IT 
Services Marketing Association 
(ITSMA) describe ABM as delivering 
higher ROI than any other 
marketing approach, with

citing significantly higher returns .2

71%

34%
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Despite its popularity, the exact definition of ABM can 
vary from organization to organization. Before exploring 
this approach, it’s important that your team values the 
characteristics that all ABM programs share:

• A list of high-potential customers to target, categorized  
by their revenue potential and likeliness to buy from you

• Tactics and campaigns that personalize outreach to key 
stakeholders at high-priority companies

• A business strategy that ensures Sales and Marketing 
work closely together to move those stakeholders 
through the funnel

• Marketing programs that vary from highly personalized  
to programmatic, based on the way you prioritize  
potential customers

ABM is about more than marketing. It’s a strategic business 
initiative . If your organization is up to the challenge—and 
eager for the rewards—read on for a step-by-step approach  
to establish ABM at your organization .

Improved Metrics B2B Marketers Attribute to ABM

  Significant improvement (>10%)

  Some improvement (<= 10%)

Source: Moving to ABM Maturity: ITSMA & ABM Leadership Alliance 2019 ABM Benchmark Study3

5141
Active engagement  
with selected accounts

5828
Coverage: number of  
relationships across accounts

5825Pipeline growth

5517Revenue growth

5714Win rate/number of deals closed
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The value of ABM
Understand the hype—
and the costs—of a highly 
targeted strategy .

Is your company a fit?
Ensure your customers and 
sales match the strengths of 
an account-based approach .

Confirm 
ABM is 
the Right 
Strategy

STEP 1

5
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Understanding the  
Hype and Tradeoffs
ABM can drive growth while making Marketing a more effective, visible contributor  
to the company’s bottom line—if the company is committed to the initiative.

Time

Real-world results back up adoption of ABM. 
171% increase  
in annual contract 
value at companies 
that have imple-
mented ABM .4

79% of organizations 
report a bigger  
deal size, compared 
to a traditional  
go-to-market 
approach .5

Eight in 10  
report improved 
customer lifetime 
value and win rates .6

One in five  
highly targeted 
accounts in ABM 
programs results  
in a sale .7

But the returns of ABM also come with costs. 
Shifting KPIs 
Focusing on targeted 
accounts can result 
in fewer conversions 
attributed to 
Marketing and fewer 
overall leads for Sales 
to pursue .

New dynamics 
Sales and Marketing 
will have to redefine 
their relationship, 
assume different 
responsibilities, 
and work closely 
throughout the sale .

Upfront investment 
Tactics like exclusive 
events, roadshows, 
or high-value gifts 
for high-priority 
accounts cost 
more per lead 
than traditional 
campaigns .

Long-term 
commitment 
Improved ROI 
becomes evident  
at the end of the 
sales cycle, which 
often spans six 
months or longer  
for B2B companies .

Marketing  

ROI Over Time

ROI of ABM programming

ROI of a typical  
marketing campaign

R
O

I

TIME

BREAK 
EVEN

Adapted from “A Practitioner’s Guide to Account-Based Marketing,” Bev Burgess and Dave Munn8
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Evaluating ABM:  
A Pre-launch Checklist
Before committing to ABM, be sure your business is suited to this approach:

A B2B 
Focus

ABM is not appropriate for the vast majority of consumer products .

Large 
Contracts

Accounts selected for an ABM program must show the revenue 
potential to justify the cost of high-touch campaigns .

Multi- 
channel 

Expertise

Your team, along with agency partners, should be prepared to  
generate in-depth content, sophisticated digital campaigns, substantial 
sales enablement materials, visual themes, and events .

Enough 
Potential 

Customers

If you produce a niche product that only a few large companies can 
buy, ABM tactics will likely supplement the tightly focused outreach 
your sales team is already doing .

Critical 
Buy-in

ABM can fail without a commitment to the program’s goals across 
Sales, Marketing, company leadership, and other internal stakeholders .

Adequate 
Budget

There must be adequate funding available to execute long-term 
ABM strategies alongside existing campaigns, keeping your pipeline 
full today . 

Ample 
Time

ABM is not a quick fix to improve sales numbers for the next earnings 
report, and it can take multiple quarters to show improved customer 
acquisition cost .

To see a fully executed ABM 
campaign, check out our case 
study for GTT, a multinational 
enterprise telecom company .
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Full-scale ABM
Prioritize your investments 
and outreach based on 
prospects’ potential . 

Pilot programs
Explore personalization and 
an ABM framework for your 
most promising accounts .

ABM-light
Apply the concepts of  
ABM to make your demand 
generation more effective .

Determine 
Your 
Approach

STEP 2
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1-to-1
ABM

1-to-Few ABM

1-to-Many ABM

LOW

HIGH

Investments & ROI 
per Account

Launching Full-scale ABM
Prioritization and personalization are what set ABM apart from other approaches to demand 
generation . Once the program is approved, the first task for Marketing will be establishing 
a target account list (covered in detail in Step 4) . From there, your accounts are categorized 
into three tiers . A small number of the highest-ranking accounts receive the most attention, 
typically with one-to-one personalization for individual members of the buying committee 
at those companies . Organizations in the second tier receive campaigns where content 
is personalized to stakeholders based on their roles, such as technical experts, finance 
executives or company leadership . This personalization is commonly called one-to-few . 
Finally, the third tier of accounts receive more automated marketing outreach, potentially 
with some customization, but more in-line with standard demand generation . 

A full-scale program will require marketing assets and Sales support for all three 
tiers. But if that scope is out of reach, there are alternatives to get started in ABM.

9
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Starting Small  
with an ABM Pilot
Many businesses start their ABM journey with a proof 
of concept before committing the resources to full-
scale ABM . Most approach this with a pilot program 
targeting smaller groups of high-value Tier-1 and Tier-2 
accounts . This allows Marketing and Sales to develop, 
deploy, and refine their outreach tactics and evaluate 
the results before committing a substantial share of 
their budgets to ABM .

Exploring  
ABM Light
This alternative allows marketing teams to ease into 
ABM using many of the same campaigns and tactics 
they already have in place . ABM light forgoes the 
high-reward, but high-cost, outreach of one-to-one 
ABM and instead introduces lighter personalization 
and the concept of account prioritization executed  
in the context of content marketing, digital  
advertising, and sales outreach .

With both a pilot program and ABM light, 
marketing teams can begin to gather 
performance data from personalized 
campaigns that can justify a more  
expansive ABM program in the future .

1-to-1
ABM

1-to-Few ABM

1-to-Many ABM

LOW

HIGH

Investments & ROI 
per Account

1-to-1
ABM

1-to-Few ABM

1-to-Many ABM

LOW

HIGH

Investments & ROI 
per Account
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STEP 3

Build 
Buy-in

ABM leadership
Bring the right people to the 
table for effective execution 
of your program .

Sales-Marketing alignment
Set new expectations and 
define an approach to 
maximize the strengths  
of both teams .

Quick Start ABM
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Owning and Managing the Initiative 
For successful ABM, multiple teams must understand 
the program’s goals and commit to its success. While 
day-to-day campaign development will likely reside 
in the marketing department, ABM also requires 
resources from Sales, Customer Service, 
Finance, and business leadership.

Executive sponsorship is critical, 
as is consistent leadership 
throughout the initiative . In 
one survey of companies 
implementing ABM, 70% 
had dedicated leaders 

for their programs .9 Designate a champion for ABM 
who can explain its value to different stakeholders and 
mediate conflicting goals between Sales, Marketing, 
and other departments that will require tighter 

coordination than they might be used to . 
Leading companies that deploy ABM 

typically establish a committee with 
representatives spanning Sales, 

Marketing, and Revenue who 
meet regularly to assess the 
program’s health and refine 
their approach based on the 
experience of their teams .70%

of companies that started account-based 
initiatives in the past six months have  

dedicated leaders . 
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Insightful, long-form content can be a considerable draw for professionals eager to solve their 
business problems. Prospects are more likely to enter their contact information in exchange for 
high-value and resource-intensive assets like white papers and eBooks. Even if a new contact already 
works at a named account, their download can signal intent to Sales. Hubspot’s form builder and 
landing page tools make gated assets simple to set up for new and redeveloped Retail Suite assets. 
(The same content can also be leveraged without a form-fill when sent directly to prospects.)

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Gated Premium Content
Funnel Stage: Discover + Consider

16

Content Recommendation
● Two modifications to existing Digital Suite .pdfs and creation of associated landing pages (“DXP 

Case Study Results”, “Use Cases for 9/26/18 Webinar”)

● One new premium content piece, such as an eBook (an example using the sample creative theme 
can be found on the following page)

Sample Creative Assets: Digital Ads

26

Digital Ad: IT

Digital Ad: Revenue/Marketing

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Sales Intelligence

5

In advance of the ABM program launch, team members from Marketing, 
Sales, and/or Sales Realization will need to gather actionable 
information about each company on your target account list.

Using DiscoverOrg, the team should identify contacts fitting each Digital Suite persona at Tier-1 and Tier-2 
target companies. Additionally, contacts should be mapped to one another, identifying who reports to 
whom and which contacts serve as potential influencers or decision-makers in the buying process. This is 
also the time to identify the optimal process for passing this insight to the Sales team, whether through 
account plans or direct input into Salesforce.

From there, take account intelligence further by configuring social listening for key contacts using Awario. 
Assign responsibility for monitoring high-priority accounts in the platform and for notifying Sales execs 
when social posts provide opportunities for direct sales engagement on social platforms. Likewise, 
establish ongoing monitoring of business triggers, DTIs, and CX initiatives at the company level using 
DiscoverOrg, Owler, or Google Alerts.

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Next steps

Oct. 30
Create Buyer
Journey Framework
AND

Content Audit
for ABM

Sept. 24
Define Ideal

Customer Profile

Sept. 30
Define 
Account 
Tiers

Nov. 15
Provide MarTech 
Recommendation
s and Creative 
Theme for 
Campaign

August

Jan. 6
Deliver Activation 

Blueprint

Deliver 
Stakeholder 
Insights

Oct. 11
Define Buyer 
Personas

November DecemberOctoberSeptember

Sept. 12
Facilitate 
ABM Workshop 

February

Feb. 14
Deliver Campaign 

and Sales Playbook

January

Feb. 28
Campaign

Launch

30

● Activation Blueprint feedback: Due to PMG Jan. 13
● Revised Activation Blueprint: Due to Synch Jan. 17
● Coordinate with PMG on Synchronoss content development and finalized creative theme that will 

inform the Sales Playbook
● Sales Playbook: Due to Synch Feb. 14

Sample Creative Assets: eBook and Landing Page

17 © 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Looking Ahead: Sample Paid Lead Generation Budget

At some point, Synchronoss will want to look beyond named accounts for additional leads for Sales to pursue. After establishing highly targeted campaigns for the ABM 
pilot, your team will possess the infrastructure and audience data to conduct additional demand generation, if desired. For your reference, PMG has put together a 
sample annual media budget for capturing and engaging 100 quality leads. This will require refinement of ad settings and media budgets based on earlier campaigns’ 
performance. But the numbers below should provide some ballpark costs and performance metrics as you plan for future marketing of the Digital Suite. 

Platforms Sample Targeting/Keywords Estimated CPC 
(high-end)

Estimated
Clicks

Estimated
Cost

Estimated
Conv. Rate

Estimated
New Leads

Contribution
%

Google Ads Display Retargeting $4 1,000 – 2,000 $4,000 – 8,000 1-2% 20 20%

Google Ads Search
Customer experience platform, experience 
management platform, customer journey 
platform

$35 833 – 1,250 $29,155 – 43,750 2-3% 25 25%

LinkedIn Ads
CIO, CTO, CRO, Chief Experience Officer, 
Chief Customer Officer, VP Retail, Director 
Customer Experience, etc.

$30 500 – 667 $15,000 – 20,000 6-8% 40 40%

Twitter Ads Retargeting, specific Twitter handles $8 750 – 1,500 $6,000 – 12,000 1-2% 15 15%

TOTAL 3,083 - 5,417 $54,155 - 83,750 1.9 - 3.2% 100 100%

27

Once a Tier-2 or unknown prospect has engaged with Sales or filled out a contact form, email automation 
can help keep Retail Suite solutions top-of-mind as the prospect moves further down the funnel. While 
some contacts will unsubscribe from an email list immediately, others will find it useful if the content is of 
high quality, relevant to their problems, and doesn’t appear in their inbox too frequently. Programmatic 
email offers Marketing the chance to share new content of value to prospects, announce new product 
features, and nurture prospects as they learn more about your solutions. At the same time, list 
management in a tool like Hubspot reduces the workload on Sales involved in consistent email follow-up 
with lower-priority contacts. 

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Programmatic Email
Funnel Stage: Discover + Consider

18

Content Recommendation
● A three-email nurture track for each persona linking to the “how to” content mentioned earlier, with 

additional emails added as new content becomes available

The Digital Suite for Retail stands alone as a unique new product in the market. Nonetheless, potential 
customers will research Digital Suite solutions alongside related retail journey software. A product 
comparison chart will provide prospects with important context surrounding the platform’s place in the 
ecommerce/CMS/customer training/support solutions universe. It’s an opportunity for Synchronoss to 
demonstrate the platform’s unique features and benefits while giving each persona a simple view into what 
the Digital Suite offers that other solutions can’t. This can take the form of a chart highlighting features and 
functionality only available with Digital Suite solutions. Comparing them across varied product categories 
also will help explain that the Digital Suite is not a CMS or a system of record and that it can add value to 
baseline CMS and ecommerce solutions. 

In earlier interviews, sales execs identified IBM WebSphere, Oracle ATG Web Commerce, and Pega as products 
that could be perceived as direct competitors.

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Product Comparison Chart
Funnel Stage: Consider + Decide

21

Content Recommendation
● One product comparison chart, viewable as a web asset and a .pdf, for sales outreach

ABM Activation Blueprint
Synchronoss Digital Suite for Retail

Social media can be a valuable tool for engaging with contacts at target 
accounts early in the buying cycle. Social accounts can promote key messages, 
Digital Suite value propositions, product updates, and links to campaign assets 
discoverable by prospects during the research phase of a solutions purchase. 
Social media also offers an instant way to interact with target companies when 
social listening reveals opportunities to discuss their challenges.

The LinkedIn and Twitter profiles of the Sales and Executive teams offer useful 
channels to promote ABM-focused messages and content. This can include 
“pinning” campaign-related content to the top of their profiles to increase 
visibility. 

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

Sales and Executive Social Media
Funnel Stage: Discover

10

Content Recommendation:
● LinkedIn & Twitter background headers with Digital Suite messaging

● Marketing-produced posts promoting campaign assets and messages for 
executive social profiles on an ongoing basis

TwitterLinkedIn

Combined with coordinated sales outreach, direct mail can be an extraordinarily effective and 
personal way to start conversations with high-value prospects at Tier-1 companies. Mailings 
should include an eye-catching creative motif, as well as messages personalized to the recipients. 
These should be high-value, memorable, and aligned with a specific campaign theme and 
messaging. For example, gifts could be conference passes or electronics, suggesting prospects 
enjoy an exceptional “experience” from Synchronoss, which dovetails with your messaging for 
the Digital Suite. Often this approach offers one gift in the mailing, with the promise of a second 
following a sales call. The Sales Playbook will include follow-up call and email cadences to 
execute after the mailing is sent.

© 2020 PMG. Telling Tech’s Best Stories. | Proprietary and Confidential.

High-Value Direct Mail: Dimensional Gifts
Funnel Stage: Discover

14

Recommendation
● Brainstorm potential gift ideas for Tier-1 decision makers and influencers

● Establish a budget as well as a design and ordering timeline

Sample Creative Assets: IT Persona Landing Page

13
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IDENTIFY CLOSEMQL

SALESMARKETING

IDENTIFY CLOSE

SALESMARKETING

Building Sales-Marketing Alignment
Marketing and Sales have different cultures, motivations, and personalities.  
An ABM program will fail unless your organization can bridge this gap.

One of the biggest differences between ABM and traditional demand generation 
is the handoff of leads . The performance of B2B marketers is typically judged 
by the number of marketing-qualified leads they generate . They also work 
to build brand awareness and campaigns to nurture prospects through 
the funnel . But once the lead is in the company’s CRM, Sales assumes 
the responsibilities and rewards of moving those deals to close . In 
one survey of 900 global sales leaders, two-thirds reported that 
they had only an informal process in place to coordinate efforts 
between Marketing and Sales, or none at all .10

ABM makes the sales cycle more effective by deploying the 
talents of both Sales and Marketing throughout the funnel . Sales 
is involved early on in identifying target accounts and providing 
insight into messaging based on their experience in the field . In 
addition to generating awareness and interest in a product, Marketing 
develops coordinated sales plays that deploy campaigns and collateral 
for reps to leverage throughout the often months-long buying process . 
Marketing’s involvement in a sale tapers off as it moves toward the close, 
but both departments work together closely to ensure members of the buying 
committee receive personalized, useful content throughout their decision making .

53%
of ABm practitioners say coordinating 
programs across marketing and Sales 
organizations is the most important 

factor in their success .11

Old Model New Model
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Ideal customer profile
Develop an ICP specific to  
the goals of your campaign .

Target account list
Define the universe of 
companies with the potential  
to become target accounts .

Account scoring
Apply a systematic process to 
rank companies based on traits 
aligned with your priorities .

STEP 4

Prioritize  
High-
Potential 
Accounts

Quick Start ABM
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Creating an Ideal Customer Profile
Revisiting your ideal customer profile through the lens of ABM is a helpful place to start the process of 
prioritizing accounts. Often an ABM program will focus on a single product or vertical, so an ICP specific 
to this market will be an important resource for content development later on. 

Your buy-in from Revenue and Sales leadership will help in this process as your new ICP will need to align 
with their business development strategy . Develop consensus around the types of companies you want to 
reach with ABM:

Vertical 
Will you target an entire industry or a specific 
segment? Are there underserved markets or business 
units within enterprise accounts where your product 
could gain traction? 

Company size 
Does your revenue analysis and advice from Sales 
align with enterprise deals, mid-market contracts,  
or something in-between? What about your product 
roadmap and customer service capabilities? 

Revenue 
Companies that might seem like an excellent fit size-
wise can be a waste of resources if they are constrained 
by poor earnings and shrinking department budgets .

Customer base 
Look within individual sectors for companies whose 
customers can also benefit from your solution and 
offer the potential for your product’s functionality  
to expand over time . 

Location 
It’s important to consider the resources of your  
sales team when considering far-flung prospects  
who might participate in live events or meetings . 

 
Example: Fir Grove Technologies sells a user-friendly platform 
for commercial construction companies to predict job costs 
and manage the acquisition of materials for their projects. After 
consultation with leaders in Sales, Business, and Revenue, the 
marketing team wrote an ICP for their new ABM program focused on 
U.S.-based engineering and construction firms engaged in office, retail, 
and multifamily projects. Revenue leaders indicated the most profit potential could  
be found in organizations with at least $100 million in revenue and positive cash flow  
serving fast-growing markets in the Southeast. 

The resulting ICP provided an important starting place for identifying target companies  
while also serving as a reference point for buyer personas and content development  
throughout the ABM program.

organizations with 
a strong iCP achieve

68%
higher account win rates .12
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Building a Target 
Account List
A target account list brings your ICP into the real world. Your 
team will need to curate its top priorities for new deals and 
use that list to identify all of the potential customers that 
meet them. The company traits used to create your target 
account list will likely overlap those in your ICP (vertical, size, 
customer base, revenue, location, and customer status). It will 
also include any other factors your team identifies that can 
further prioritize or eliminate potential candidates for ABM.

In the Fir Grove example, this might exclude construction 
organizations that are owned by larger parent companies 
known to acquire company-wide software contracts that 
also serve subsidiaries that fall outside of the product’s 
capabilities . Likewise, disruptive business changes represent 
a common consideration in ABM account lists, as companies 
that recently experience mergers, acquisition, or substantial 
regulatory change often lack the bandwidth to acquire 
new solutions . In other cases, C-level leadership changes 
might be a plus, if they indicate a new focus on digital 
transformation or business priorities . Your list of 
company traits will depend on your industry and 
unique business needs . 

With your priorities for ABM established, 
Marketing will research the universe of 
companies in your market to compile  
a list of companies likely to fit some,  
or ideally, all of those criteria . Using a 
sales intelligence solution can make  
this easier and can sometimes offer 
insight into company traits, like their 
software stack, that aren’t publicly 
available . The resulting list can be  
a few dozen or a few thousand . The  
size is unimportant, as they will be 
ranked to determine how you spend 
your sales and marketing resources . 

16
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Ranking Your Accounts
ABM prioritizes your budget, tactics, and level of personalization among accounts 
based on how likely they are to generate revenue for your company. This approach 
improves ROI and pipeline velocity by strategically focusing resources on the most 
promising potential customers.

Account scoring determines how you organize accounts into tiers for one-to-one,  
one-to-few, and one-to-many marketing tactics . A scoring model is a tool that allows  
ABM teams to compare and rank accounts across multiple criteria of varying importance 
to the company . This can be as simple as creating a score for each potential customer by 
adding up the total number of desired traits it possesses . More robust models weigh certain 
traits based on how important they are to the program . Others go further, plotting scores for 
beneficial company characteristics against estimated revenue . And some ABM orchestration 
platforms apply advanced statistical analysis to existing sales data to make predictions about 
accounts’ future potential . 

1-to-1
ABM

1-to-Few ABM

1-to-Many ABM

LOW

HIGH

Investments & ROI 
per Account
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The scope of your ABM program should determine your approach . The most 
important thing is to apply your scoring criteria consistently across accounts and 
set priorities based on data, rather than gut instincts . Run your list of potential 
companies through the scoring model and compare the results against the 
scores for a few of your most profitable existing accounts . If they don’t line up, 
adjust different components of your model until you have a list that reflects your 
stakeholders’ priorities and has their confidence .

Example: Fir Grove Technologies opted for 
an ABM pilot program so leadership could 
measure the results of ABM against the 
company’s existing marketing. An ABM 
orchestration platform was outside their 
budget, so Marketing borrowed a member 
of the development team to build a scoring 
model. Members of the ABM leadership 
committee assembled a list of 10 company 
traits likely to influence sales and assigned 
each a percentage of the total account score. 
They then assigned scores from 1-10 for 
each trait. To assess revenue, for example, 
companies reporting $100 million to $500 
million received three points. $500 million to 
$1 billion received 4 points and $1 billion-plus 
received five points.

The developer came back with an Excel 
document with scored accounts that 
allowed the committee to tweak the inputs 
until scores for the top accounts matched 
those of high-revenue existing customers. 
From there, the team assigned the top 20 
accounts to Tier 1, the next 200 accounts to 
Tier 2, and the remaining accounts that met 
their minimal requirements for inclusion in 
the model into Tier 3, should they decide to 
put additional resources into the program 
later on.
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Your target audience
Identify members of the 
buying committee and craft 
customized personas that 
speak to them .

Building authority
Develop messaging that 
addresses the specific needs 
of your buyers .

Customized campaigns
Plan personalized ads, emails, 
and landing pages, as well 
as the technology stack to 
support them .

Make 
Marketing 
Personal

STEP 5
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Identifying the Buying Committee
By this stage, you’ve narrowed the focus of your program from markets to individual companies. Now  
it’s time to identify and reach the individuals within those organizations who can influence a purchase. 

In many deals, the ultimate decision maker is not the 
person who initiates a conversation with Sales and 
will only be involved with your reps at the end of 
the process . Others on the buying committee will 
be influencers tasked with researching potential 
solutions, acquiring product details specific to their 
business needs, figuring out how a new tool will 

integrate with their existing processes, and ultimately 
making the case for or against your product . The 
average B2B solution purchase involves 6-7 people 
with a variety of professional backgrounds .13 Talk 
with Sales and determine the roles these influencers 
and the decision makers are likely to hold, then 
create buyer personas for each .

Elements of Strong Personas in ABM
Professional background 
What job titles align with their position, and how 
many years of experience do they have? What kind  
of education do they bring to the job? 

Day-to-day 
What are they accountable for in their role? Do they 
have direct reports? P&L responsibility? What do 
they read or watch to keep up with their industry? 

Pain points 
What are the biggest business challenges they have 
to solve? How do products in your market make their 
life better or worse? What business drivers motivate 
their decisions (budget, ROI, staff productivity, etc .)?

Role on the buying committee 
What is their relationship to the decision maker? What 
areas of expertise do they bring to the decision? What 
specific information about your product will they need? 

https://thepmgco.com/


Your personas will inform which people your campaigns target, as well as the messaging they will receive.

Either Sales or Marketing will take responsibility for identifying employees at your high-priority accounts who 
are likely to influence a decision about your product . You can map these relationships with a sales intelligence 
platform, third-party contact lists, existing CRM data, or individual research by reps, if your list is small . Just be 
sure that fields for the associated persona and ABM program tier are included with contacts’ information in 
your database so they can be targeted efficiently during campaigns .

Example: Among the personas Fir Grove Technologies created was “John,” the IT Director/CIO at a  
large commercial construction firm who will have an outsized influence in his company’s decision to buy 
their solution. Details the marketing team provided in this persona include that John has a bachelor’s in 
computer science, an MBA, and 20 years of experience, including five running the company’s IT department. 
He’s fascinated by new technology in general. But he’s also very data-focused, analytical, and to-the-point 
when solving problems at work. John easily receives a dozen emails and cold calls from potential vendors 
and ignores almost all of them. What he really needs is a way to reduce help desk tickets from field employees 
who encounter problems with the legacy software he manages, as well as a way to show improvements in ROI  
from his department when discussions begin on next year’s budget. He’s part of a weekly executive team 
meeting where he makes recommendations for IT investments to the chief financial officer, who is  
ultimately responsible for approving any new solution he wants to deploy.

Mareen Massad 
Head of Customer Exp.

Steffan Poddi 
Systems Architect

Per Anderser 
Network Engineer

Bindi Raja 
Procurement Manager

Maria Cuevas 
CIO

Hiro Tanaka 
Head of Procurement

Sophie Duval 
Network Director

Stephanie Smith 
CMO

Influencers and the decision maker on a example buying committee
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Perfecting  
Your Messaging
Now that you’ve identified who you’re talking  
to, what should you say?

Your company’s existing messaging platform is likely 
too broad to be useful in ABM, particularly if your 
program focuses on a single vertical or product in your 
portfolio . Messaging specific to your buyer personas 
will be an important resource that informs marketing 
campaigns, sales scripts, conversations in the field, 
and pitch decks . 

Your ABM messaging platform should include 
succinct value propositions for your product, 
customized by persona . Keep the pain points you 
identified in the personas in mind as you write these 
or, better yet, include a list of common pain points 
within your messaging document . A short elevator 
pitch is also important so that anyone in a position to 
communicate with a potential customer can quickly 
answer the question: “What does your company do, 
and how is it different?”

Often overlooked, product descriptions deserve 
some love from Marketing during an ABM program, 
too . Wordsmithing the language you use to 
describe a complex solution can help keep initial 
Sales interactions efficient and consistent across 
members of the buying committee . 

The messaging platform is also a convenient place  
to begin exploring a creative theme for your program . 
Building consensus around a headline, tagline, and 
design concept for the product you’re selling can 
help unify your message across Marketing and Sales . 
All of these messaging elements will help inform 
marketing content while adding depth to your 
program’s sales outreach .  
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Personalizing 
Digital Outreach
Before you begin creating individual campaigns 
and sales plays, your team can start laying the 
groundwork for highly personalized outreach. This 
work can include building email lists segmented 
by tier and persona. You can refine digital ad 
targeting with parameters like geographic 
boundaries near companies’ headquarters, 
personal interests, and income. Depending on  
the tools you use, you can further personalize 
outbound campaigns by persona, by company, 
and by intent signals collected during past 
marketing and sales interactions. Your team 
might also brainstorm ways to engage with 
high-value prospects through social media 
alongside Sales. 

This is also the time to establish the 
marketing technology you will leverage for 
personalized content . Consider tools that 
will allow you to serve customized ads and 
landing pages, as well as technology that can 
track marketing touches and score accounts . 
Advanced ad solutions like Rollworks, along 
with the personalization functionality in 
marketing automation platforms like Pardot 
or HubSpot, are worth exploring if you plan 
to integrate a large volume of contacts and 
automation in your program . 
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Build Your 
Campaigns

ABM tactics
Select the sales and marketing 
channels that will personalize 
outreach to target accounts .

The buyer’s journey
Plan marketing assets for each 
persona and account tier to 
support the entire funnel .

STEP 6
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Selecting Your Tactics
While ABM is a fundamentally different framework for B2B marketing,  
the individual channels it leverages will be familiar. 

What sets ABM apart is the way Sales and Marketing approach each of these . Sales 
outreach is focused on high-potential contacts and backed up with messaging and 
supporting assets relevant to the individual on the phone . Digital campaigns are much  
more selective in their reach, and retargeting often includes some level of personalization . 
Direct mail in ABM is typically sent to only a handful of prospects but includes high-value  
gifts, personalized messaging, and a plan for broader sales outreach . Likewise, events focus  
on smaller gatherings of select individuals, rather than a booth at a trade show . 

The most popular tactics used at organizations with an ABM strategy are:14

One-to-One ABM One-to-Few ABM One-to-Many ABM

Account-specific  
custom content and 
thought leadership

In-person  
events

Email marketing/ 
e-newsletters

Executive-to-executive 
relationship programs

Email marketing/ 
e-newsletters

Reverse IP/ 
targeted digital ads/

retargeting

In-person  
events

Account-specific 
(custom/bespoke) 

content and  
thought leadership

Paid  
social media

Direct  
mail

Paid 
 social media

Webinars and  
virtual events

Paid  
social media

Executive-to-executive 
relationship programs

Paid  
search

Email marketing/ 
e-newsletters

Reverse IP/ 
targeted digital ads/

retargeting

In-person  
events

P
op

u
la

ri
ty
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Building a Content Roadmap 
Once your team selects its tactics, the real work for Marketing begins with 
campaign and content creation. To make the most of your resources, ABM 
calls for a carefully planned approach that will focus money and creative 
effort where they will have the biggest impact.

Because sales plays deployed in concert with marketing are customized to 
individual members of the buying committee, you will need to create buyer 
journey maps for each persona . For Tier-1 accounts, these should track with 
the sales plays described in the following section about the sales playbook . 
For Tiers 2 and 3, journey maps should identify areas for light customization 
based on the interests and pain points of different stakeholders .

A content audit can serve as a helpful starting point by identifying  
assets that can be lightly edited or customized for your ABM program .  
From there, identify gaps in your asset library and build a plan  
for content production to flesh out your campaigns . As  
a practical matter, it’s worth bringing Sales into the  
planning process to ensure the schedule for  
campaign creation keeps up with the expected  
pace of outreach .

Example: Before launching its ABM program, 
the marketing team at Fir Grove took a 
complete inventory of its content library. It 
categorized existing web content, downloads, 
email cadences, videos, online demos, fact 
sheets, and product documentation by 
funnel stage and by the personas most likely 
to find them valuable. With this full view of 
the company’s content, Marketing realized it 
needed to refresh its bottom-of-funnel assets 
and sales presentations to better equip Sales 
for conversations with technical and financial 
members of the buying committee. Team 
members also identified a selection of older 
content that could be refreshed with new, 
persona-specific messaging and integrated 
into Tier-2 and Tier-3 email and digital 
campaigns. They then worked with Sales to 
plan out long-form written content, videos, 
direct mail, events, and campaigns to support 
outreach to high-potential Tier-1 contacts. 
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The sales playbook
Coordinate marketing 
campaigns and sales 
outreach for optimal 
results .

Measurement
Define and track KPIs 
across Marketing  
and Sales that make 
sense for ABM .

Optimization
Revisit your account 
list, Sales experiences, 
and digital campaigns 
regularly for constant 
improvement .

What’s next?
Expand your ABM 
strategy and explore 
its potential in 
other parts of your 
organization .

Put Your Plan 
In Action

STEP 7
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Drafting a Sales Playbook
Messaging, personas, an ICP, content, campaigns: You’ve laid the foundation  
for an ABM strategy. How do you turn those assets into action?

An ABM playbook transforms the abstract exercise of targeting named accounts into a series 
of specific actions Sales and Marketing will take to win that business . Playbooks generally have 
two goals . The first is to educate the sales force about the rationale, processes, and messaging 
of the program . The second is to outline a set of coordinated sales and marketing plays that 
combine outreach by reps with strategic content and campaigns directed by Marketing . 

Playbook Sections

Ideal  
Customer 

Profile

List the key elements of your ICP and offer reps a thorough 
explanation of how target accounts were selected and ranked .

Buyer  
Personas

Summarize your personas so Sales will have key pain points, 
organizational insight, and buyer needs on hand during  
their outreach .

Messaging
Include common pain points organized by persona, objections, 
and how to overcome them . Don’t forget your elevator pitch 
and standardized product language .

Market  
Position

Give Sales a sense of your product’s strengths, weaknesses, and 
competitors to help them anticipate questions from prospects .

KPIs Establish expectations around the timeline for ABM campaigns 
and the performance metrics associated with the program .

Technical  
Details

Include instructions for any new processes in your CRM, as well 
as the location of all marketing assets supporting the program .

Roles and 
Responsibilities

Outline the relationships between all teams involved in the 
ABM program and how they contribute .

Sales Plays
Create strategies that align the content roadmap with sales 
outreach, including contact cadences and corresponding 
assets from Marketing .

General  
Guidance

Roll in any additional instructions from Sales leadership, such  
as outreach best-practices, performance expectations, or 
how accounts will be assigned .
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Coordinated Sales Plays
Sales plays can be built around live events, webinars, executive leadership programs, 
social selling, high-value direct mail, account-specific thought leadership content, or 
traditional outreach like email and sales calls . There is no sure-fire strategy that fits every 
product and business . But combining the creative resources of Marketing with the front-
line experience of Sales can create a program that is much more effective than one where 
Sales and Marketing work separately . 

Here is how a direct-mail play might look for our example company:

������

Fir Grove Technologies ABM Playbook

Gifts That Earn Attention
Overview: Branded packages that resonate 
with contacts’ interests can grab their attention 
in ways other channels often can’t.

Use this play for: Select decision makers and 
in� uencers at Tier-1 accounts 

Campaign Theme: “Nerds make more money” 

Resources: Marketing will develop themed mailings 
delivering Arduino programmable robot kits or 
MasterClass streaming subscriptions alongside 
personalized messages that speak to contacts’ pain 
points and how our solution solves them. 

DAY 0 DAY 4 DAY 6 DAY 7 DAY 9

Marketing will mail 
branded gift packages, 

persona-speci� c collateral, 
and hand-written invitations 

for a live demo to 
high-value prospects. 

Email from sales rep’s 
account to con� rm receipt of 
the package, noting that you 
will follow up by phone in a 

few days. Include a link in the 
email to the ABM campaign’s 

demo sign-up form. 

LinkedIn connection 
request and InMail message 

using copy provided by 
Marketing, including a link 

to the campaign’s demo 
sign-up page.

Call using 
marketing-provided 

talking points to o� er 
a meeting or demo. 

(Do not leave 
a voicemail.) 

Rep sends marketing-
provided email with a link 

to an eBook or white paper 
relevant to their role, along 

with the demo landing 
page link.

DAY 12 DAY 14 DAY 15    NOTES:

Call and leave a 
brief message referencing 

the gift and the content 
emailed earlier.

Send second 
marketing-provided 

email with link to 
a second piece of 
persona-relevant 

content. 

Final call attempt. 
Follow up by email

 if no answer.

 
 Email        LinkedIn       Call        Voicemail

OUTREACH CADENCE
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Defining and Measuring Success
Remember, ABM is a long game . High-touch outreach to target accounts can take 
months to bear fruit, and many metrics used to measure traditional demand generation 
will capture only a part of the sales cycle . Your KPIs should focus on the actions taken by 
named accounts and how they relate to program goals, such as net new revenue, logo 
acquisition, deal size, and pipeline velocity . 

The metrics of an ABM campaign are not meant to replace your existing analytics . 
Instead, they provide a way to assess and improve the relative effectiveness of ABM at 
different stages of the sales funnel . This will necessarily redirect attention from simple 
marketing metrics like MQLs to measuring the ways your marketing affects broader 
revenue goals .

Traditional KPIs ABM KPIs

Number of attendees at post-event  
dinner or invite-only event

Convention booth visits

Downloads and other known visits  
from targeted accounts

Total website views,  
sessions, and downloads

Percentage of target accounts  
engaged by marketing

Website conversions, MQL

Share of target accounts closed, their  
close rate, and average contract value

Number of deals closed

Number of target accounts in pipeline, 
pipeline velocity between buying stages

Number of accounts  
in pipeline

Total customer acquisition cost,  
lifetime customer value

Cost per lead
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Optimizing Your Results
An ABM team’s work is far from over at program launch. Ongoing optimization is one of the reasons  
this approach is so successful. Assess your KPIs on a regular basis to eliminate underperforming tactics 
and duplicate successes. 

Refine your target account list 
Revisit your assumptions about 
what makes a high-value account . 
If it turns out that mid-market 
businesses are generating more 
net-new revenue than expected 
compared to larger companies, 
adjust your scoring model 
accordingly .

Check in with Sales frequently 
What assets are prospects 
requesting? What’s missing? 
Which sales plays have gained 
more traction than others? Are 
there elements of sales plays  
that aren’t working?

Test digital campaigns 
Run A/B tests against different 
messages, imagery, and landing 
pages, just as you would for 
traditional demand generation  
to improve your results . Rebalance 
your spending periodically toward 
channels that receive the most 
engagement for a given persona .

Continuous 
Improvement
Just as important, don’t forget 
the bigger picture . A successful 
program will reassess each step 
in this guide multiple times 
to improve Sales-Marketing 
alignment, better understand 
high-potential customers, and  
more effectively reach them  
with highly relevant content .

2
Define and rank 
target accounts

3 
Perfect  

your  
messaging

4
Optimize  

marketing tactics, 
content, and  
sales plays

5 
Gather  

feedback, 
assess KPIs, 
and repeat

1 
Refine  

ICP and buyer 
personas
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Deciding What’s Next
If you’ve established greater ROI from ABM than from other marketing frameworks—
which most programs do—you’ll have a good argument for more budget. After a pilot 
program, this could be an extension of ABM campaigns further into Tier-2 or Tier-3 
accounts. For ABM light, success can justify investment in more high-cost, high-reward 
tactics for Tier-1 accounts. You can also expand your target account list or take what 
you’ve learned into other verticals and business units. 

No two ABM programs look alike . But a coordinated, long-term approach to business 
growth that focuses on the potential customers most likely to build your bottom line  
has a high chance of success across most sectors of B2B .
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Want to learn more about the ways ABM can help your organization? Could you 
use expert guidance on account scoring, messaging, coordinated sales plays, 
targeted digital outreach, and building an ABM framework that aligns Sales and 
Marketing? PMG has supported marketing teams at B2B technology companies 
for more than 15 years, including work with Fortune 500 enterprises, SaaS 
innovators, and providers of technically complex solutions .

Contact PMG to explore how we can help accelerate your growth.

Account-based marketing can break down the unseen wall between 
Sales and Marketing to focus their work where it will have the most 
impact on revenue. This collaborative approach helps Marketing 
build more effective messaging and campaigns, while Sales can 
count on genuine support throughout the sales cycle. Just as 
important, ABM allows both teams to train their resources on  
accounts with the highest potential for bottom-line growth.  
The result: More profitable sales and higher ROI. 

ABM is a multi-step, multi-stakeholder process that  
takes time and commitment. But with the right  
groundwork, it can invigorate your funnel. 

CONCLUSION
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Ready to Build an  
Effective ABM Strategy?
Contact PMG today to schedule a free  
30-minute consultation to discuss  
your business goals.

hello@thepmgco.com
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